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FREE

A PRIVATE OASIS
WITH FULL LIFESTYLE FACILITIES

The Amigo Clubhouse is a private retreat built for
the pleasure, relaxation and enjoyment of 16 Sierra
residents; where everyday feels like a vacation.

A place for you where
every day feels like a vacation.

Amigo Clubhouse

NIRVANA YOG A
Saturday
8am - 9am

Wednesday
7pm - 8pm

Member Fee: RM100 / month
Non - Member Fee: RM130 / month

ZUMBA
Tuesday
7pm - 8pm

Member Fee: RM90 / month
Non - Member Fee: RM120 / month

Amigo Clubhouse @ 16 Sierra, Puchong South

Persiaran Sierra Utama, 16 Sierra, 47120 Puchong, Selangor.
03-8940 9240 | amigo@ioigroup.com

RM50

Complimentary
F&B voucher
from Ritmo Brew Cafe for
every new membership registration.
(not for free membership)
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EDITOR’S
NOTE
Malaysians love food; every street
corner you walk, you will see a few
stores selling food and one thing that
really brings Malaysians together is
food. From Nasi Lemak to the Chicken
Rice, Fried Kuey Teow, Nasi Briyani,
the lists goes on. But food waste is a
huge thing.
Fact: If food waste were a country,
it would be the 3rd largest emitter
of greenhouse gases (after China &
the USA). That’s giving you some
perspective on the huge problem
of food waste globally.
Although we Malaysians love our
food, it is important to understand
the severity of food waste. We hope
in this issue of REACH OUT, we’ll be
able to share with you insights on food
waste and hopefully more of us can
consciously reduce the amount of
food we waste each time.
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WINNER

Spot The
Differences
Contest
The winning slogan is as follows:
I think the best way to educate public about endangered
animals is by showcasing the effect and impact of human
activities on the endangered animals. Real examples of
the inhuman activities can be an eye-opener.
Winner Yael-Khailan Hussain (left) who won the winning entry “Spot
The Difference To Win” Contest receiving the prize, Buffet Dinner
voucher for 2 persons at Putrajaya Marriott Hotel at IOI Resort from
Ms. Jessica Chan, Senior Customer Relations Manager (right).
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Eco

friendly

Eat less
meat and dairy
products

Choose
organic food

BITE

Shop at your
neighbourhood
market

4

AWAY YOUR

FOODPRINT

Eat out less

9

Stop buying
bottled water

Food footprint (or foodprint) is the
emissions that comes from how we
grow, rear, farm, process, transport,
store and cook, as well as dispose
of the food that is consumed.
The bad news is that our foodprint
is adding up, causing a massive
impact on the environment and
accelerating climate change.
The good news is that we can all
do something about it - and in
the simplest of ways. Here are
10 easy ways to start you off on an
environmentally-friendly dietary habit:

Walk to get
groceries

5

Avoid eating
endangered seafood

8

7

6

Avoid soft drinks

Eat seasonal
and local fruits
and vegetables

Use an energy
efficient refrigerator

Chinese
Mid-Autumn
Festival Stories

(The top 3 legends)
Most of us would know the Mid-Autumn Festival as
a time to savor on delicious variety of mooncakes.
We probably aren’t aware of the legend behind
this celebration. The Mid-Autumn Festival is a
traditional moon worshiping festival in China.
Here are the top 3 stories behind this celebration.

1. Chang’e Flying
to the Moon
The most famous Mid-Autumn Festival story is Chang’e
flying to the moon. The story goes like this…
Long, long ago, there were ten suns in the sky. The suns
burnt all the plants and people were dying on Earth, until
one day excellent archer Hou Yi used his bow and arrows to
shoot down nine of the suns. Earth was saved, and people
flocked to learn archery from Hou Yi.
The Western Queen Mother gave Hou Yi a bottle of elixir that
could make one person immortal. Although Hou Yi did want
to become immortal, he wanted to stay with his wife Chang’e
more. Therefore, he just kept it at home.
Pang Meng, one of his students, tried to seize the elixir
when Hou Yi wasn’t at home. Faced with greed Pang Meng
and Chang’e decided to drink the elixir. It made her fly to
the moon where she would stay forever.
To remember her and pray to her, Hou Yi and others started
to worship the moon with many offerings.
Chang’e’s image usually appears on Mid-Autumn Festival
pictures. Children in China are told that Chang’e is still
living on the moon. And on the night of the Mid-Autumn
Festival, when the moon is bright, children try their best to
find the shape of Chang’e on the moon.

2. Wu Gang Chopping
the Cherry Bay
The second story is also set on the moon…
Wu Gang the woodman wanted immortality,
but he didn’t try hard enough to learn the
necessary magic.
The Emperor of Heaven got angry with him
because of his attitude. In order to punish him,
the Emperor of Heaven planted a huge cherry
bay tree, 1,665 meters (about a mile) high, on
the moon and told Wu Gang that if he could cut it down,
he could become immortal.
Wu Gang thought this was his chance to try hard at
something he was good at to gain immortality. However, the
Emperor of Heaven had made it so that the cherry bay tree
healed every time Wu Gang chopped it!
Today, people still believe an obvious shadow on the moon is
made by the huge cherry bay tree.

3. The Jade Rabbit
The jade rabbit is the main character in the third famous Chinese Mid-Autumn story. Chinese
children are told that the jade rabbit is on the moon with Chang’e. Here’s the story…
Once upon a time, there were three animals living in a forest: a fox, a rabbit, and a monkey.
Three immortals, pretending to be beggars, went through the forest asking for food. The fox and
the monkey quickly offered them food.
The rabbit, who was less resourceful but very pious, felt guilty. She said, “I’m so sorry I couldn’t
offer any food to help you, but I can give myself”, and jumped into the fire. The three immortals
were moved by the rabbit’s sacrifice and decided to make the rabbit an immortal, sending her to
live in the Moon Palace.
Source: https://www.chinahighlights.com/festivals/mid-autumn-festival-story.html
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Municipal solid
waste generated per
day by Malaysians

19,000
tonnes
2005

38,200
tonnes
2016

Expected
to
increase
45,900
tonnes

What’s in
our landfills?
12.1%

Disposable
Diaplers

2020

13.2%
Plastics

Blame it on urban development,
the rising population, economic growth,
or poor waste management, but the mountains
of trash in landfills is a growing concern.

It ends up being worse when municipal solid waste has also
made its way to our rivers, often clogging them up, and causing
pollution, as well as flash floods during heavy downpours.
In recent years, recycling and waste separation efforts have
escalated but unable to battle the threat of trash.

Source:
https://global-recycling.info/archives/1451
https://cilisos.my/heres-why-our-sampah-is-increasing-even-though-companies-are-producing-less-waste/

50%

Food waste
(with 20% that
is still edible)
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ZERO
HERO

THE

FOOD
WASTE

15,000 TONNES
of food
can feed

2.2

Million

Malaysians

Instead, this amount of food is discarded daily, from
homes, hospitals, hotels, restaurants, and schools, among
others, making food waste the biggest contributor of
landfills in Malaysia.
What if food waste could be converted into something
useful, instead of rotting away in landfills and emitting
greenhouse gases?
Enter Mentari Alam EKO (M) Sdn Bhd (MAEKO), the food
waste specialist. With Chelsea Chee, Mae Ooi and
Darren Chee at the helm, MAEKO aims to achieve zero
food waste with its composting solutions.
MAEKO has industrial food waste composting machines
which corporations can choose to buy or lease, as
well as solutions for households. Using a patented
technology, 80% of organic waste can be converted
into fertiliser in not days, but a mere 24 hours.

Source: https://www.maeko.com.my/index.php
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Benefits

of composting

Less
Garbage

Reduce
Gases

Recover valuable
Materials

Decrease
Crosion

Food waste accounts
for over 50% of all waste.

Methane gases released in
landfills is 23 times more
dangerous than Carbon Dioxide.

Compost leads to healthy
and fertile soil.

Compost enhances soil
structure, keeping it
solid and compact.

Reduce the need
to water

Reduce
Pests

Reduce
Pesticides

Save
Money

With better soil
structure, more water is
retained for plants.

No more food waste in
bins means no more flies,
rodents and other pests.

As compost keeps plant
diseases away naturally,
pesticide is no longer
necessary.

Convert organic
waste into an asset.

Healthy
Garden

Eliminate
Smell

Environmentally
Responsible

EcoPioneer

Seeds and plants grow
better with essential
nutrients from compost.

Without food waste in
bins, odour is reduced.

Composting is the most
responsible form of Food
Waste Management.

The planet needs you.

#SAYNOTOFOODWASTE

With MAEKO’s food waste solutions, food that came from farms can go back to
farms as bio-organic fertiliser. Instead of just food waste generated at home, it
is given a more useful role as compost for home or community gardens.
please click on the link below for
further details https://www.maeko.com.
my/index.php

15

SIMPLE RINGGIT-SAVING
FOOD WASTE HACKS

Here are 15 tasty uses to help you make the most out of your fresh
produce, and ultimately cut down on your grocery bill, and food
waste in your home, and in landfills.

1. Stem goodness

Boil herb stems, or infuse in
butter or olive oil, for extra
flavour.

2. Top the flavour

Flavour cooking oil or stock
with onion tops.

3. A melon uses

Jam, pickle, coleslaw, or salsa,
the choice is endless with how
you use watermelon rinds.

4. Bready for more

Turn stale bread into
croutons or breadcrumbs.

5. Bits of scape

7. Frozen treats

6. Sweet use

8. Pepper away

Eat garlic scapes raw, grill or
fry them, or toss into sauces
and salad.
Cut off the stems of sweet
potatoes, and cook away!

Fruits not looking so fresh?
Freeze them and use them for
smoothies or ice cream!

Add hot and sweet pepper cores
to soups.

1 5 S I M P L E R I N G G I T- S AV I N G F O O D W A S T E H A C K S

9. Juicy bits

Save the core and pulp from
your tomatoes,blend them
and add to soups, or sauces
for a burst of flavour.

10. Extra a-peel-ing

Find out how to make
your own natural
orange peel cleaner
from this link

Roast apple or potato skins
to make chips. Or blend
vegetable peels and add
to stews, soups and
casseroles.

11. Zest it up

Infuse orange peels in olive
oil, honey, or even tea. Add
to vinegar and you’ve got a
natural household cleaner.

12. Skinned

Keep vegetable skins for
stock that can be used in
soups, stews and sauces.
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13. Keep the greens

Use the green tops of
carrots, turnips and other
root vegetables to make stir		
fries, vegetable stock, 		
sauces, and more.

14. A-maize-ing

Make corn stock or
vegetable soup with bare
corn cobs. Dry them out
and use them as a sponge
for pots.

15. From leaf to stem

Dice and chop broccoli
stems as well as the outer
leaves of cauliflower,
cabbage, and other
cruciferous vegetables for
added crunch and flavour.

ONE-THIRD OF FOOD

IN MALAYSIA

PRODUCED GLOBALLY
GOES TO WASTE

15,000

while 1 billion people

daily

WORLDWIDE

suffer from hung er

tonnes of food

goes to waste

Food waste generated in

18 DAYS

in malaysia alone can

FILL
UP
the
petronas twin towers

IN A GLOBAL FOOD WASTAGE POLL

Malaysia ranked the

THIRD
HIGH
EST
BEHIND THE UK AND GERMANY
BY the year

2020

there will be enough
food waste to fill up

Petronas
twin towers
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MY SAVE FOOD:

BEFORE IT ALL GOES TO WASTE
To battle food wastage in the country,
the Malaysian Agricultural Research
and Development Institute (MARDI),
in collaboration with the United Nations’
Food & Agriculture Organisation (FAO),
set up MySaveFood in 2016. Through
research, awareness programmes and
campaigns across institutions and
organisations, the NGO hopes that its
initiatives will help to curtail food waste.
Unsurprisingly, food waste is even
more widespread during festive seasons,
as food bazaars, hotel buffets, and good
Samaritans who distribute food to the
homeless. The MySaveFood@Ramadhan
movement has been going on annually

Sources:
www.save-food.org
www.nst.com.my/topics/infographics/2018/03/346910/food-wastage-malaysia
www.fao.org
https://www.nst.com.my/opinion/columnists/2018/08/404704/food-thought

to save food and beverages produced by
food stalls from being discarded. 300 of
these stalls contribute as much as 200kg
in food and drinks on a daily basis and between 80kg and 100kg end up as
food waste. Unsold food is collected by
volunteers and given to families in need.
MySaveFood has also been working
with younger people, re-educating them
on the dynamics of food waste and food
loss, and solutions such as meal planning
and preparation, composting, among
others. The private sector has also come
on board, lending its support to food
waste awareness programmes in schools.
While MySaveFood and its partners
continue with their initiative to reduce
food waste among Malaysians, we too
can do our part in minimising what
we consume.

What we choose to put on our plate, and how it is brought from farm to table
affects our ecological footprint - which is a measure of how much is needed
to produce what we consume, and dispose of the waste we generate.
With the substantial use of land and water, as well as greenhouse gas
emissions, it is no wonder that food production remains a major driver of
our ecological footprint.

What can we do?

1

Buy Local

2

Instead of buying food that has been flown
halfway across the world, take a walk to your
neighbourhood morning market or pasar
malam for locally farmed fruits and vegetables.

Say No To Plastic And Packaging

Supermarkets are filled with produce wrapped
in layers of cling wrap, or packed in plastic and
styrofoam. But you have the choice of not adding
those to your cart. Visit bulk stores which are
mushrooming all over areas, or go to your
friendly neighbourhood kedai runcit for your
shopping needs - and always with your recyclable
bags in hand.

Every small change can
go a long way. Ways to
saying NO to plastics.

3

Choose Your Fish

Overfishing has caused certain species to disappear or
come close to extinction. While no fish is at risk, if we
make smart decisions about the types of fish to consume,
our marine environment can be better protected.
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HOW MUCH DOES FOOD CONTRIBUTE
TO OUR ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

Total Ecological
Footprint

4
5

Cut Back on Red Meat

According to Environment Australia, 230kg of
beef steak is responsible for 5kg of greenhouse
gas. It also takes more land, water and energy to
raise livestock. So while you may not be able to
go cold turkey with beef and lamb, cutting back
will help. Or look for vegan substitutes.

Don’t Waste Food

Plan your meals and grocery shopping,
and store food well, and consume just enough it’s a start to less food wastage!

Source: www.overshootday.org/how-much-does-food-contribute-to-our-ecological-footprint/

4

GERMANY

FRANCE

ITALY

JAPAN

FOOTPRINT

2
0

ECOLOGICAL

CHINA

OF HUMANITY’s

WORLD

26%

6

MAKES UP

8

FOOD

Ecological Footprint
of Food

CANADA

IT TAKES 1.7 EARTHS
TO SUPPORT HUMANITY’S
DEMAND ON NATURE

DISHING UP MEALS AND KINDNESS

With the rising cost of living in urban Klang Valley, many people are struggling
to keep a roof over their heads. A growing number make the streets their home,
and those who work are hardly making enough to feed themselves and their
families. For the underprivileged, food is a luxury and going hungry is common
but thankfully, these communities can count on soup kitchens for tasty nourishing
dishes which are prepared and cooked by caring volunteers.

Here are 7 soup kitchens who have been feeding those in need, and fighting
hunger, one meal at a time. Contact them and find out how you can be a
volunteer - or make a donation - to help keep their good work going.

1
2

KECHARA SOUP KITCHEN

17, Jalan Barat, Pudu, 55100 KL • Justin Cheah: +6010 333 3260
Weekdays: Packed food collected at premises from 11am to 1pm.
Saturdays: Distribution from 10pm to midnight on the streets of KL.

DAPUR JALANAN KUALA LUMPUR

52-C, Jalan Kemuja, Off Jalan Bangsar, 59000 KL
Pakwan: +6019 267 1285
Sundays: Volunteers gather at 2pm to prepare meals,
and start serving the needy at 5:30pm.

3

PERTIWI SOUP KITCHEN

4

ASSUMPTION SOUP KITCHEN

5

PIT STOP COMMUNITY CAFE

6

FOOD NOT BOMBS - KL

7

THE NASI LEMAK PROJECT

63 Jalan SS 3/53, Taman Subang, 47300 PJ
Munirah Hamid: +6012 236 3639
Sundays, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays:
Pre-packed food and drinks are served in Chow Kit, Kota Raya and Masjid
India and other inner city neighbourhoods.

70, Jalan Templer, 46050 PJ
Alice Massang: +6012 212 2397
Mondays and Wednesdays:
Meals are served at their soup kitchen from 11am to 1pm.

101, Jalan Tun HS Lee, 50000 KL
www.facebook.com/pitstopcafekl
Daily except Tuesdays: Food is served to the homeless at the cafe at 5:30pm.

Jalan Hang Lekiu, 50100 KL
foodnotbombskl@yahoo.com
Sundays: Vegetarian meals are cooked and prepared from 11:30pm to 4pm
to be served at Jalan Hang Lekiu between 4:30pm and 6pm.

Mastura: +6013 466 7833
Nasi Lemak and various Malay dishes made by urban poor families are
sold, with profits going back to the families and social impact projects.
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(Back row, center) Yayasan Tan Sri Lee Shin Cheng Executive Director,
Datin Joanne Wong with the Residents Association and kids.

The IOI-Active Citizens event by IOI Properties Group Berhad
held at IOI Mall Puchong on 17 August 2019 was part of
the Group’s IOI Connects to Earth campaign to generate
conversation and inspire action on waste minimisation, climate
change and biodiversity conservation. It brought together
residents’ associations, business communities, charity homes
and youths from University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) to
raise awareness among the Puchong community on waste
minimisation through upcycling, recycling and reusing.

IOI-Active Citizens is in collaboration with British Council, aimed
at raising awareness and creating environmental and social impact
among the community. Active Citizens is a global social leadership
programme that promotes social responsibility and aims to bring
together people from different backgrounds and views to learn
from and share with one another to address global issues that
impacts local communities.

At the IOI-Active Citizens event, about 30 children from charity homes and the
public participated in a series of awareness activities such as the SDG Wheel and
#LovetheFoodNottheWaste Challenge by IOI Sustain Facebook page amongst others.
McDonalds IOI Mall Puchong feted the children with Happy Meals and Four Points by
Sheraton Puchong offered dining vouchers for lucky participants of the event. There was
also a showcase of upcycled items such as electricity generator bicycle and tyre seats that
were created by young innovative UTAR students and arts and crafts activity booths.

The community in Puchong had also participated in the IOI-Active
Citizens Bargain Basement Competition organised in support of
Bargain Basement, a social enterprise by Yayasan Tan Sri Lee Shin
Cheng, by donating and purchasing pre-loved items with net sale
proceeds going to charity. Persatuan Penduduk Bandar Puteri 8,
Persatuan Penduduk Bandar Puteri 12, Persatuan Penduduk Tempua
and KPMC Puchong Specialist Centre collectively raised RM2,150
which was matched in equal amount by Yayasan Tan Sri Lee Shin
Cheng. The total amount of RM4,300 raised was presented to charity
homes selected by the respective residents’ associations namely
Pertubuhan Kebajikan Pusat Jagaan Lotus Malaysia, Rumah Shalom
and Suriana Welfare Society.

IOI Active Citizens WASTE TO TREASURE CAMPAIGN AT
CENTRAL PARK @ 16 SIERRA
IOI Properties Group
Berhad (IOIPG) has
recently organized an IOI
Active Citizens: Wasteto Treasure campaign at
Central Park @ 16 Sierra
on 24 March 2019. The
event was part of an ongoing campaign aimed at
encouraging the residents
of 16 Sierra to lead a
sustainable lifestyle.

Many sustainable activities were held on the day for the
residents such as stone painting, grow your own beans,
3-legged race, water in the bucket, egg on a spoon, the
gunny sack run, coconut bowling and tele-matches. The
Residents Association of Akira team was Champion winning
RM1000 cash prize whilst 1st runner up was the N’dira team
followed by La Thea, who has won RM600 and RM400 cash
prize respectively.

At the event there were also other relevant booths
and workshops set-up for the residents. iCYCLE held
an upcycling workshop to create awareness on waste
separation and recycling. Residents who has brought
2kg of recyclable items will entitle to a free gift at
the event.
Bargain Basement sold pre-loved items as well as
collection of pre-loved items on that day. Autism
Café served local delicacies and baked goods on that
day as well as displayed merchandises to sell and
help fund their operation; with the prime objective
of securing the future independence of youth with
autism.
MAEKO the brainchild of three passionate individuals
focused on Food Waste during the event day to
educate residents on the objective to minimise
food waste.
The Rafflesia International School booth displayed
upcycling projects by the students and also conducted
upcycling activities such as a DIY coin box utilizing
recyclables & performed a mesmerising recital by
the student.

AIESEC is a non-political, independent, nonprofit international organisation for young people
to explore and develop their leadership potential
to have a positive impact in the society also
participated in the event.
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Dr. Khew is the
founder for Animal For Young and A Plus for Autism.
Animal for Young is a Non-Profit Organisation (NPO) with trained professionals to provide Animal-Assisted Intervention
(AAI) for special educational needs (SEN) children. Dr Khew, the founder of Animal for Young and A Plus for Autism has
undergone the journey of nurturing a SEN child.
The Animals for Young brought the YOUNG
NINJA WARRIOR 2 from 20-23 June 2019
to Sunway Velocity. Obstacle challenges were
designed with a series of activities meant
to develop 5 major areas for children. All
donations collected were channeled back to A
Plus for Autism for their effort to further raise
awareness in autism.
A Plus for Autism is an NGO that strives to raise
awareness and acceptance towards Autism in
Malaysia. A Plus strives to change the public
perception towards Autism, with positivity,
comes acceptance.
Leka, a wide-eyed glowing orb, is a smart toy that could
revolutionize how parents, therapists, and kids cope with
autism spectrum disorder, a developmental disorder that
affects one in 68 children here in Malaysia.

In conjunction with World Autism Awareness Day (WAAD)
on 2 April 2019, Animals for Young introduced to Malaysia
the world’s first robot designed purely to assist people with
autism – Leka! Leka plays games with kids, teaches them
autonomy and cultivates emotional intelligence – skills
children with autism tend to lack.
Dr. Khew also recently introduced the C-A-T Playground to
Malaysia, the World’s First Selfie Sensorial Playground with
real cats! Selangor royalty, Yang Mulia Tengku Munazirah
Tengku Abdul Samad Shah Al-Haj officiated the launch of
C-A-T Playground on 26 July 2019.
On April 14, 2019 a charity run organized by the Sunway
University Business School Student Concillium, the Run for
Care 2019 was held in support of A Plus for Autism. The run
successfully raised a total of RM23,700 and was channeled
to A Plus for Autism to assists in its cause.

EARTH HOUR
at Putrajaya Marriott Hotel
and Palm Garden Hotel
In conjunction with
Earth Hour on 30 March 2019,
Putrajaya Marriot Hotel and Palm Garden Hotel took
part in celebrating Earth Hour by turning off the lights to show support.

Putrajaya Marriott Hotel guests took part as early
as 8.00pm in helping to light up the 365 pieces
of green candles at the Lobby Lounge. Lights were
turned off at 8.30pm sharp by our General Manager
Mr Simon Yong and other Head of Departments,
and guests were treated to a special video dedicated
by the Earth Hour committee specially for the day.
Event got more exciting as our Zumba instructor, Nik
Serina led the way and kick-started the Zumba Move
workout for 24 minutes. Afterwards, participating
kids are invited on the stage to display their most
creative Best Glow Stick Dress Up. The party kept
going with an energetic performance by the New
Breeze Band before the lights were back on at
9.30pm.

This meaningful evening was also celebrated at
the Terrace barbecue where 70 diners came to
enjoy barbecue and dining in the dark while being
entertained by tunes from the beautiful Leah L’Diva.
Beside the performer, an upright wired sculpture was
created of the number 60 using tea lights.
Over at the lobby, the Number 60 arrangement was
displayed on the lobby and the upper lobby floor
whilst a table of floating candles decorated the
walkway. Palm Garden Hotel not only observes the
Earth Hour on this special day but is continuously
educating the associates to switch off non-essential
lightings or other electrical appliances when not in
use to conserve electricity.

WE ARE A COMPREHENSIVE COFFEE COMPANY THAT TAKES CARE OF EVERYTHING ABOUT COFFEE.
Coffea Coffee is a multi-award winning establishment specialising
in Specialty Coffee beans from top quality coffee farms in South &
Central America and Africa.
We import high quality green beans form our partnership farms
by way of direct trade for our own roasting purposes. Also we are
a member of the Cup of Excellence and is the official bidder
since 2010 to handle the most exquisite bean in the current
coffee market.
We have achieved many barista championships and
represented Korea to compete in the World
Barista Championships since 2014.
COFFEA COFFEE

Address:
IOI Mall Puchong, Ground Floor, Unit EG001A (New Wing, Main Entrance)
/Coffea-Coffee-IOI-Mall-Puchong-2357203484321452/

The founder, Chairman Kwon, created the name “KyoChon” to remind
us of the satisfying memory of our hometown when eating his uniquely
fried chicken. There is nothing else like Kyochon as we freshly cook food
made of natural, Korean grown farm produce! Freshly chilled, never
frozen and naturally grown chicken meat without growth hormones.
Fried exclusively in healthier Canola Oil. No trans fat,
no MSG, no low sodium. 27 years know-how on special
frying technique to reduce grease and fat.

KYOCHON 1991

Address: Lot – EG002A, IOI Mall, Batu 9, Jalan Puchong,
47100 Puchong, Selangor
Tel: 03 - 80827753

MÖGE TEE with over 300 outlets worldwide and counting has won the hearts of tea lovers
around the world all the way from Australia, the United States of America, China to Vietnam
and is now finally expanding its reach to Malaysia.
If you think you’ve seen and tasted it all when it comes to tea, think again - what makes
MÖGE TEE unique is the brand new spin it puts on tea-inspired drinks to deliver the finest,
most deliciously interesting and rich flavours unlike any other. Here’s why you’ll want to be
the first in line.
A HEALTHIER TREAT: MÖGE TEE’s exclusive formula ensures all drinks contain ZERO trans
fats so you can enjoy a guilt-free treat anytime, anywhere.
PREMIUM QUALITY INGREDIENTS: Our unique bestsellers including our Cheese-Fruit
concoctions (you’ll want to try the Cheese Watermelon Tea!) uses only the freshest cheese
imported all the way from Australia.

MOFE TEE

Address: PFCC, Puchong (Near MyNews)
Tel: +6012 337 1258
Moge Tee Malaysia

Website: www.mogetee.com.my
Moge Tee Malaysia

Naughty Bakers started in March 2019.
It is located in Bandar Puteri Puchong and it is an
exciting bakery that offer various delicious bread,
pastries and cakes. Aside from that, it also offers
aromatic coffee as it is not just a bakery but a café
that caters to customers that wishes to savour on
nice imported coffee.
NAUGHTY BAKERS

Address:
No. 22-G, Jalan Puteri 1/2, Bandar Puteri, Puchong 47100, Selangor.
Tel: 03-8051 8078

Barcook’s promise & commitments is to create delicious and
healthy breads using hearty imported ingredients. Skillfully
hand crafted fresh every morning, starting with a dough from
scratch using imported flour all the way from Kobe, Japan.
Their pastries’ fillings are made using fresh and high quality
natural ingredients. Try their signature Pumpkin Walnut,
Mushroom Ham, Mixberry Cheese, Salty Egg Yolk, and Liu
Sa buns. Not forgetting the exquisite, fluffy and soft Raisin
Cream Cheese!
BARCOOK BAKERY

Address: Lot G00A3A & G00A5B, Ground Floor, IOI Mall, Puchong.
Tel: : 603-8074 7725
barcookbakerymalaysia
barcook_my

Gift Tart Café - A Business Friendly Café!
A cosy café cum gift shop that offer a selection of snacks and light meals that
is out of the ordinary. There is a meeting or function room for a maximum of 30
people. This cafe is strategically located in the heart of Bandar Puteri Puchong.
GIFT TART CAFE

C-01-10, Pavilion, Jalan Puteri 7/13, Bandar Puteri,
47100 Puchong, Selangor.
Tel: 03-80511620/012-3759475/016-6675243
Website: : www.gifttart.com.my
gift tart café

MEETING PACKAGES
Convene with ease at the newly renovated meeting rooms of
Palm Garden Hotel. Elegant and functional halls in different
sizes to suit your event.
Presenting:
• Ixora (ﬁts 62 persons classroom style)
• Ruellia (ﬁts 16 persons boardroom style)
• Lotus (ﬁts 9 round tables for dining events)
• Saga (ﬁts 12 round tables for dining events)
• Rafﬂesia Ballroom (ﬁts 240 classroom style)

FULL DAY MEETING PACKAGE
RM120.00nett per person
Includes:
• 1 Welcome break
• 2 Coffee/tea breaks with snacks
• 1 Buffet lunch
• Minimum 20 persons or a function room rental will be levled
• Other terms and conditions apply
• Prices are inclusive of 6% Service Tax

All meeting rooms are equipped with state-of-the-art audio and
visual systems.

For reservations & quotations, please call Sales Department
at 8943 2233 or Intan at 016 254 4101

Palm Garden Hotel
IOI Resort City, 62502 Putrajaya, Malaysia
Tel : 603-8943 2233 Fax : 603-8948 6568 www.palmgarden.com.my
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On June 5th, World Environment Day was celebrated in over
100 countries all over the globe. Since its inception in 1974,
the event has served as a platform for organisations,
businesses and governments to make a concerted effort to do
their bit to look after Mother Earth. Above all, however, it’s a
“people’s day” aimed at encouraging individuals to face up to
their environmental responsibility and tackle one thing that
can benefit our planet.
Each year, the event is modeled around a theme that raises
awareness about a particularly
troubling aspect of the environment.
Last year, the theme was plastic
pollution and what can be done about
it, while this year’s theme was chosen
by host country China, was the
increasingly concerning issue
of air pollution.

In northern China, air pollution from the burning of fossil
fuels, principally coal, is causing people to die on average
5.5 years sooner than they otherwise might.
— Tim Flannery, Atmosphere of Hope, 2015

A S lent Killer
Air pollution is now responsible for a staggering seven million premature deaths
each year, according to the World Health Organisation.

with over

90%
of the world’s population
exposed to unsafe levels
of air pollution on a
daily basis,

it’s also responsible for causing and exacerbating
many other respiratory complications as well,
having a hugely detrimental impact on people’s
lives and on the global economy.
Air pollution has also been linked to global
warming, meaning its current presence could not
just affect those breathing it in now, but future

generations as well. Harmful contaminants in the
air such as particulate matter 2.5 (PM2.5), ozone,
carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide and nitrogen
dioxide can help to increase the likelihood of
extreme weather phenomena and cause a hike in
global temperatures, potentially leading to rising
sea levels and loss of human and animal life.

What can you do?
The inspiration behind World Environment Day almost half a century ago was the idea that all of us,
no matter where we live or how insignificant we might consider ourselves, have the power to make a
difference. With that in mind, the event is about undertaking a challenge, initiative or even just a change
in your daily habits geared towards curbing your contribution towards air pollution and cleaning up the
environment by doing so.
Here are some suggestions of ways in which individuals can make an impact:

1
2
3

Taking public transport,
cycling or walking
whenever possible

Buying an electric
or hybrid vehicle
for longer journeys

Car-pooling with friends,
family or colleagues

Transitioning to a
plant-based diet

Recycling all
non-organic
waste that
you can

4
5

Non-burning trash

source: https://www.envirotech-online.com/news/air-monitoring/6/breaking-news/world-environment-day-2019-everything-you-need-to-know/49400

6

Food
Security in

Malaysia
Food security exists when a country is producing enough nutritious
food to reach those who need it; by growing and distributing it in a
sustainable manner.
With a current population of almost 32.5 million that is estimated
to grow to 40.7 million by 2050, is Malaysia able to meet its
increasing food demands with what it can grow locally? Add
depleting natural resources and climate change, and the challenge
seems almost insurmountable.
According to Dr Abdul Shukor Juraimi, dean of Universiti Putra
Malaysia’s (UPM) faculty of agriculture, “we only produce 71%
of the rice we need to be self-sufficient.” While we have adequate
supply of poultry, fish and eggs, we depend excessively on other
countries for rice, fruits, dairy milk, beef and grains. Because we
are not producing enough to feed ourselves, we could face a food
crisis in the future.

71%
of rice
cient
i
f
f
u
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We only produce 71% of the rice we
need to be self-sufficient.
Source:
www.theedgemarkets.com/article/agriculture-addressing-food-security-malaysia

How can we
improve food security?

While the government, farmers and
entrepreneurs collaborate to address the issue
with the aim to be self-sufficient by 2050,
we too can do our bit to make a change.

I hope that I can be the kind of parent
to my children that you have been to me

Whenever I cook a meal,
read a book, or just feel the
sunshine on my face, I am
feeling you and the love you
always showed me.

You’re my best assets, and
I’ve been rich with love my
whole life because of you!

I grew up coco
oned
in your love
and
comforted by
your hugs.

Sustainable
IOI
Lifestyle atCommunity
IOI Properties Group Berhad (IOIPG) has collaborated with iCYCLE
Malaysia to implement a Waste-To-Treasure campaign at IOI Galleria
@ 16 Sierra which is in line with its Active Citizen Programme and
Sustainability efforts. The campaign is aimed at educating the
community living at 16 Sierra township, to instill the habit of proper
waste segregation and recycling waste.

Customer Relations Unit and
iCYCLE conducted a workshop on
waste management and recycling to
brief the RAs, JMB and homeowners
on 23 February 2019. As a solution
provider of waste separation and
recycling, iCYCLE’s recycling platform
allows individuals and organisations
to track, monitor and update their
performance in their recycling activities.
The platform also implements a
Recycle Point (RP) scheme in which
every kilogram of recyclable material
is rewarded with the RP that are
exchangeable for merchandises and cash
voucher, or even convertible to cash.

M E AT L E S S M O N D AY - R E C I P E S
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First of all, what’s Meatless Monday? Meatless Monday is a global movement with a simple message:
one day a week, cut the meat. The goal is to reduce meat consumption by 15% for our personal health
and the health of the planet.
There are lots of reasons to eat less meat. The two most important for us: eating lots of vegetables is
good for our health. And it’s also good for the health of the planet.

Hearty Sweet Potato Kale Soup
This soup features black beans and is flavored with cumin and lime;
it’s a hearty gluten-free and vegan soup recipe
INGREDIENT
- 1 large yellow onion
- 4 medium garlic cloves
- 15-ounce black beans
- 2 tablespoons olive oil
- 2 teaspoons dried oregano
- 1 1/2 teaspoons cumin
- 1 teaspoon garlic powder
- 1/2 teaspoon black pepper
- 1/8 to 1/4 teaspoon cayenne (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Dice the onion. Mince the
garlic. Dice the sweet potato.
Drain and rinse the beans.
2. In a large pot, heat the olive
oil over medium high heat.
Add the onions and sauté
4 minutes, until translucent.
Reduce the heat to medium,
add the garlic, oregano, cumin,
garlic powder, black pepper, and

-

1/2 teaspoon kosher or sea salt
1 pound sweet potatoes (3 cups cubed)
1 quart (4 cups) vegetable broth
4 cups chopped kale (about 3 ounces)
3 green onions
2 radishes, thinly sliced
1 tablespoon lime juice
6 tablespoons plain greek yogurt,
as a garnish (optional)
- Hot sauce (optional)

cayenne (optional), and sauté
for 30 seconds. Stir in the sweet
potatoes, then add the vegetable
broth, beans, and kosher sea salt
and bring to a simmer.
3. Once boiling, reduce to a
simmer for 15 minutes until the
sweet potato is tender. While
simmering, roughly chop the
kale. Thinly slice the green
onions and radishes.

Creamy Marinara Pasta
This creamy marinara pasta recipe uses whole milk Greek
yogurt to make it extra rich and flavorful.

4. When the sweet potatoes are
tender, remove from the heat and
stir in the kale, green onions, and
lime juice. Allow to cool slightly
before serving. Taste, and if
desired add additional kosher sea
salt to taste. Serve garnished with
radishes, a small dollop of Greek
yogurt (optional), and hot sauce.

INGREDIENT
- 3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
- 1 medium onion
- 2 garlic cloves
- 28-ounce can tomato puree
- Kosher salt and freshly ground
pepper

- 1/2 cup plain whole-milk Greek
yogurt, at room temperature
- Crushed red pepper
- 1 pack of pasta
- Torn fresh basil leaves, for garnish

INSTRUCTIONS
1. For the sauce: Finely chop the onion.
Mince the garlic. In a large saucepan,
warm 2 tablespoons of the oil over
medium-low heat. Add the onion and
cook, stirring occasionally, until soft and
translucent, 8 to 10 minutes. Toss in
the garlic and cook, stirring
constantly, until fragrant, about 30
seconds. Pour in the tomato puree and
season generously with salt and pepper.
Bring to a bubble, then reduce the heat
and maintain a low simmer so that the
flavors can fully develop, 30 to 40 minutes, giving a stir occasionally. Remove
from the heat and let cool for about 10
minutes.

2. Temper the yogurt: In a small bowl,
whisk the remaining 1 tablespoon oil
into the yogurt. Whisk in 1/2 cup of
the warm sauce to temper the yogurt.
Scrape the yogurt mixture back into the
saucepan whisking to incorporate fully.
Taste, adding more salt and pepper,
and the crushed red pepper.
3. Serve: Boil the pasta in plenty of
salted water according to the package
instructions. At the end of cooking,
set aside 1/2 cup of the pasta water.
Using a tong, slowly transfer the hot
pasta to the tomato sauce, tossing to
coat. Drizzle in a tablespoon or two of
the reserved pasta water, or more if
desired, to loosen. Serve hot, garnished
with the basil.

Fantastic Deals! Don’ t Miss It!
Every 2 sets Meals,

10% off all bill

FREE 1 &

if show Like and
Following our FB page

slice our signature cake

Terms and Conditions:

1. Valid at Coffea Coffee IOI Mall Puchong.
2. Valid from 1 October 2019 – 31 December 2019
3. Flash/Present the visual before payment to enjoy this promotion.
4. Only one (1) voucher per transaction.

GIFT PROMOTION
every purchase of RM150.00
in a single receipt 1 cylinder
pot worth RM10.00.

Terms and Conditions:

Address:
C-01-10, Pavilion, Jalan Puteri 7/13,
Bandar Puteri, 47100 Puchong, Selangor.
Tel: 03-80511620
012-3759475
016-6675243.

1. Valid at Gift Tart Café at Pavilion
2. Valid from 1 October 2019 – 31 October 2019
3. Flash/Present the visual before payment to enjoy
this promotion.
4. Only one (1) voucher per transaction.

Address : Ground Floor, Unit EG001A, IOI Mall Puchong (New Wing, Main Entrance)
/Coffea-Coffee-IOI-Mall-Puchong-2357203484321452/

SPEND RM15 AND ABOVE,
RECEIVE RM5 CASH

RM100 OFF

FOR LENSES WITH
ANY PURCHASE OF
SILHOUETTE EYEWEAR
AT JAC’S OPTOMETRY

VOUCHER ON YOUR NEXT VISIT.

Terms and Conditions:
1. Only valid for Jac’s Optometry at IOI Mall Puchong.
2. No accumulation of voucher is allowed.
3. Any balance underutilized shall not be refundable or
exchange with case.
4. Promo valid until 31 December 2019.
5. NOT valid with other promotions items.
6. Valid for one redemption per receipt.

Address: Lot No. G11, Ground Floor, IOI Mall,
Puchong
Tel: +603-80620376
H/P: +6017-3906890

10% DISCOUNT
FOR PURCHASE OF
BREAD/PASTRY/CAKE.

Terms and Conditions:
1. Valid at Naughty Bakers at Bandar Puteri Puchong.
2. Valid from 1st September 2019 – 31st December 2019.
3. Flash/Present the e-voucher before payment to enjoy this promotion.
Address:
No. 22-G, Jalan Puteri 1/2, Bandar Puteri, Puchong 47100, Selangor.
Tel: 03-8051 8078

Terms and Conditions:
1. Valid at Barcook Bakery IOI Mall Puchong.
2. Valid from 1 October 2019 – 31 December 2019
3. Flash/Present the visual before payment to enjoy
this promotion.
4. Only one (1) voucher per transaction.

Address: Lot G00A3A & G00A5B, Ground
Floor, IOI Mall, Puchong.
Tel: 603-8074 7725
barcookbakerymalaysia
barcook_my

FREE

One (1) Honey Mustard Wings
(ala carte) with a min. purchase of
RM60 and above in a single receipt.
Terms and Conditions:

1. Valid at DubuYo IOI City Mall & IOI Mall Puchong only.
2. This promo valid from 1st September 2019 – 31st December 2019
(except on Weekends and public holidays).
3. Valid for dine-in only.
4. Not valid with any other coupon, promotions or discounts.
5. Flash/Present the voucher before ordering and payment to
enjoy this promotion.
6. Valid for one redemption per visit, per bill /receipt per table.
No splitting of bills allowed.
7. All prices are inclusive of service charge and Service Tax (SST).
8. While stocks last. DubuYo Sdn Bhd reserves the right to replace
item with another item of equal value.

Address:
LG44, Lower Ground
Floor, IOI City Mall
Tel: +603-83280208
EG8A & EG8B, Ground
Floor, IOI Mall Puchong
Tel: +603-58797393

FREE

FREE! One (1) Regular Penang Rojak with minimum
purchase of RM60 in a single receipt.

Free One (1) Kerepok Lekor with min.
purchase of RM30 in a single receipt
TM
MS 1500

2001-01/2005

Terms and Conditions:
1. Valid at TCRS IOI Puchong & IOI City Mall only.
2. Valid from 1 Sep 2019 – 31 Dec 2019 (except on weekends & public holidays).
3. Flash/Present the voucher before ordering and payment to enjoy this promotion.
4. Valid for dine in only.
5. Valid for one transaction per card per bill/receipt. No splitting of bills allowed.
6. Not valid with any other vouchers, discounts or promotions.
7. All prices are inclusive of Service Charge and Service Tax (SST).
8. While stocks last. TCRS Restaurants Sdn Bhd reserves the right to replace item with another item of equal
value without prior notice.
9. TCRS Restaurants Sdn Bhd reserves the right to amend or discontinue this promotion without prior notice.

Address:
Lot No. L1-15, Level 1, IOI City Mall, Lebuh IRC, IOI
Resort City, 62502 Putrajaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03 - 8328 0209

T&C:
1) Valid at Sepiring IOI City Mall only
2) This promo valid from 1st Sep 2019 to 31st Dec 2019
(except on Weekends & Public Holidays).
3) Valid for dine-in only.
4) Not valid with any other coupon, promotions or discounts.
5) Flash/Present the voucher before ordering and payment to
enjoy this promotion
6) Valid for one redemption per visit, per bill/receipt per table.
No splitting of bills allowed.
7) All prices are inclusive of Service Charge and Service
Tax (SST).
8) While stocks last. Sepiring Café Sdn Bhd reserves the right
to replace item with another item of equal value.

